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Abstract
Reid [Every vertex a king, Discrete Math. 38 (1982) 93–98] showed that a non-trivial tournament H is contained in a tournament
whose 2-kings are exactly the vertices ofH if and only ifH contains no transmitter. Let T be a semicomplete multipartite digraph with
no transmitters and let Kr(T ) denote the set of r-kings of T. Let Q be the subdigraph of T induced by K4(T ). Very recently, Tan [On
the kings and kings-of-kings in semicomplete multipartite digraphs, Discrete Math. 290 (2005) 249–258] proved that Q contains no
transmitters and gave an example to show that the direct extension of Reid’s result to semicompletemultipartite digraphswith 2-kings
replaced by 4-kings is not true. In this paper, we (1) characterize all semicomplete digraphsDwhich are contained in a semicomplete
multipartite digraph whose 4-kings are exactly the vertices of D. While it is trivial that K4(Q) ⊆ K4(T ), Tan [On the kings and
kings-of-kings in semicomplete multipartite digraphs, Discrete Math. 290 (2005) 249–258] showed that K3(Q) ⊆ K3(T ) and
K2(Q)=K2(T ). Tan [On the kings and kings-of-kings in semicomplete multipartite digraphs, Discrete Math. 290 (2005) 249–258]
also provided an example to show that K3(Q) need not be the same as K3(T ) in general and posed the problem: characterize all
those semicomplete multipartite digraphs T such that K3(Q) = K3(T ). In the course of proving our result (1), we (2) show that
K3(Q) = K3(T ) for all semicomplete multipartite digraphs T with no transmitters such that Q is a semicomplete digraph.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction, terminology, and notation
A digraph D is semicomplete if there is at least one arc between any pair of distinct vertices of D. A tournament is a
semicomplete digraph with no cycle of length 2. A digraph D is semicomplete n-partite, where n2, if the vertices of
D can be partitioned into n partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vn such that every partite set is an independent set, but for every pair
x, y of vertices from distinct partite sets, xy or yx (or both) is inD. Note that every semicomplete digraph with n vertices
is a semicomplete n-partite digraph. A semicomplete n-partite digraph, where n2, is also known as a semicomplete
multipartite digraph.
Let D be a digraph with vertex set V (D) and arc set A(D). Given u, v ∈ V (D), u = v, we say that u dominates v
(denoted by u → v), if uv ∈ A(D). Let U and W be subsets of V (D). We write ‘U → W ’ to signify that u → w for
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each u ∈ U and w ∈ W . If U = {u}, then ‘U → W ’ is replaced by ‘u → W ’. Likewise, if W = {w}, then ‘U → W ’ is
replaced by ‘U → w’. Following [3], we deﬁne (U,W) = {uw ∈ A(D) : u ∈ U and w ∈ W }. For v ∈ V (D), let
OD(v) = {w ∈ V (D)|v → w} and ID(v) = {w ∈ V (D)|w → v}.
We call OD(v) the outset of v in D and ID(v) the inset of v in D. The value of |OD(v)| is called the outdegree of v in D
and the value of |ID(v)| is called the indegree of v in D. When it is clear which digraph D is under consideration, we
shall omit the subscript D. A vertex u in a digraph is called a transmitter if the indegree of u is zero and the outdegree
of u is greater than zero.
For any two vertices u, v ∈ V (D), if there is a path from the vertex u to the vertex v, then the distance from u to v,
denoted by dD(u, v), is deﬁned to be the length of a shortest u − v path. By convention, we deﬁne dD(u, v) = ∞ in
D if there is no u − v path. Again, when it is clear which digraph D is under consideration, we omit the subscript D
in distances between vertices. A vertex v is reachable from a vertex u if there is a u − v path. A digraph D is said to
be strong if each vertex in D is reachable from every other vertex in D. Let U be a subset of V (D). The subdigraph of
D induced by U is denoted by D[U ]. It is well known that the vertices of a digraph D can be partitioned into subsets
U1, U2, . . . , Us such that every subdigraphDi =D[Ui] is a maximal strong subdigraph ofD called a strong component
of D. If there exists no arc from Dj to Di for all j = i, i.e., (Uj , Ui) = ∅ for all j = i, then the strong component Di
is known as an initial strong component of D.
A vertex w in D is called an r-king, where r is a positive integer, if dD(w, x)r for each x ∈ V (D). Further, we call
an r-king w of D an exact r-king if dD(w, x) = r for some x ∈ V (D). The set and the number of r-kings (resp., exact
r-kings) in D are, respectively, denoted by Kr(D) and kr(D) (resp., K∗r (D) and k∗r (D)). Note that Kr−1(D) ⊆ Kr(D),
K∗r (D) = Kr(D)\Kr−1(D) and kr(D) =
∑r
i=1k∗i (D) for all r1. A trivial necessary condition for the existence of
an r-king for some r in a digraph D is that D contains at most one transmitter.
The study of the existence of kings was originated in the class of tournaments. The concept of a king was implicitly
introduced in 1953 by Landau [10]. Let H be a tournament. It is trivial that a vertex w is a 1-king of H if and only
if w is a transmitter (and hence the only transmitter) of H. Thus, k1(H)1. Landau noted in [10] that every vertex
of maximum outdegree in H is a 2-king, and so k2(H)1. It is known [12] that if H contains no transmitter, then
k2(H)3 (see also [1,11]). Note that the direct extension of these results for tournaments to semicomplete digraphs
is not true. We observe that if a semicomplete digraph Q is such that K1(Q) = ∅, then a vertex w in K1(Q) is not
necessarily a transmitter of Q, and so it is possible to have k1(Q)2. (For example, if the initial strong component of
Q consists of a cycle of length 2, then k1(Q) = 2.) Thus, in a semicomplete digraph Q with no transmitter, we have
k2(Q)2.
Let W be an n-partite tournament with at most one transmitter, where n2. Gutin [2] (and, independently, [14])
showed that k4(W)1. Gutin [2] also proved that there exist inﬁnitely many multipartite tournaments W such that
k3(W) = 0 and K4(W) = ∅. Thus, in the study of multipartite tournaments, 4-kings are of special interest. More
results on 4-kings in multipartite tournaments can be found in [4–9,13,17]. In [3], Gutin andYeo investigated 4-kings
in semicomplete multipartite digraphs and completely characterized all semicomplete multipartite digraphs having
exactly k 4-kings for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Reid [15] showed that a non-trivial tournamentH is contained in a tournament whose 2-kings are exactly the vertices
of H if and only if H contains no transmitter. Let T be a semicomplete multipartite digraph with no transmitters and let
Q = T [K4(T )]. Very recently, Tan [16] proved that Q contains no transmitters and gave an example to show that the
direct extension of Reid’s result to semicomplete multipartite digraphs with 2-kings replaced by 4-kings is not true.
In this paper, we (1) characterize all semicomplete digraphs D which are contained in a semicomplete multipartite
digraph whose 4-kings are exactly the vertices of D. While it is trivial that K4(Q) ⊆ K4(T ), Tan [16] proved that
K3(Q) ⊆ K3(T ) and K2(Q) = K2(T ). Tan [16] also provided an example to show that K3(Q) need not be the same
as K3(T ) in general. In the course of proving our result (1), we (2) show that K3(Q) = K3(T ) for all semicomplete
multipartite digraphs T with no transmitters such that Q is a semicomplete digraph.
2. Main results
In this section, we prove our main results. We ﬁrst state some results on semicomplete multipartite digraphs.
The following three theorems were proven recently by Tan [16].
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Theorem 1 (Tan [16]). LetTbea semicomplete n-partite digraph,wheren2,with no transmitters. LetQ=T [K4(T )].
Then Q is a semicomplete m-partite digraph containing no transmitters, where 2mn.
Theorem 2 (Tan [16]). LetTbea semicomplete n-partite digraph,wheren2,with no transmitters. LetQ=T [K4(T )].
Then K3(Q) ⊆ K3(T ).
Theorem 3 (Tan [16]). LetTbea semicomplete n-partite digraph,wheren2,with no transmitters. LetQ=T [K4(T )].
Then K2(Q) = K2(T ).
Let H be a tournament of order n3 with no transmitter. Reid [15] showed that the subdigraph H [K2(H)] contains
no transmitter. Theorem 1 is the corresponding result for semicomplete multipartite digraphs with 2-kings replaced
by 4-kings. Let T be a semicomplete n-partite digraph, where n2, with no transmitters. Let Q = T [K4(T )]. While
it is clear that K4(Q) ⊆ K4(T ), Theorem 2 says that we also have K3(Q) ⊆ K3(T ), and Theorem 3 tells us that
K2(Q) = K2(T ). Tan gave an example in [16] to show that K3(Q) need not be equal to K3(T ) in general. The
following problem thus arises:
Problem 1 (Tan [16]). Characterize all those semicomplete multipartite digraphs T such that K3(T ) = K3(Q) where
Q = T [K4(T )].
We shall prove in Theorem 4 that K3(Q) = K3(T ) if Q is a semicomplete digraph. To prove Theorem 4, we need
the following three propositions.
Proposition 1. Let D be a digraph with no transmitters. Let v,w ∈ V (D). Suppose d(v,w) t <∞ and w ∈ Ks(D)
for some s1. Then v ∈ Kt+s(D).
Proof. Since w ∈ Ks(D), we have d(w, x)s for all x ∈ V (D). Thus, d(v, x)d(v,w) + d(w, x) t + s for all
x ∈ V (D). Hence, v ∈ Kr+s(D). 
Corollary. Let D be a digraphwith no transmitters. Let v,w ∈ V (D). Suppose v /∈K∗r (D) for all r1 andw ∈ Ks(D)
for some s1. Then d(v,w) = ∞.
Proof. This result follows from Proposition 1. 
Proposition 2. Let Q be a semicomplete digraph with no transmitter. Let v ∈ K∗r (Q), where r2. Then there exists
w ∈ K2(Q) such that d(v,w) = r .
Proof. For i=1, 2, . . . , r , letDi ={x ∈ V (Q)|d(v, x)= i}. Note thatDi = ∅ for all i=1, 2, . . . , r , and V (Q)=D1 ∪
D2 ∪ · · · ∪ Dr ∪ {v}. Observe that Q[Dr ] is a semicomplete digraph. Thus, K2(Q[Dr ]) = ∅. Let w ∈ K2(Q[Dr ]).
Then d(w, x)2 for all x ∈ Dr . Suppose r =2. Note that w → v → D1. It follows that d(w, x)2 for all x ∈ V (Q),
and so w ∈ K2(Q). Hence, there exists w ∈ K2(Q) such that d(v,w) = 2. Assume now r3. By the deﬁnition of
Di , it follows that Dr → D1 ∪ D2 ∪ . . . ∪ Dr−2 ∪ {v}. In particular, w → D1 ∪ D2 ∪ . . . ∪ Dr−2 ∪ {v}. Observe
that for 2qr , every vertex in Dq is adjacent from at least one vertex in Dq−1. In particular, every vertex in Dr−1
is adjacent from at least one vertex in Dr−2. Now since w → Dr−2, we have d(w, x)2 for all x ∈ Dr−1. It follows
that d(w, x)2 for all x ∈ V (Q), and so w ∈ K2(Q). Thus, there exists w ∈ K2(Q) such that d(v,w) = r . 
Proposition 3. Let T be a semicomplete n-partite digraph, where n2, with no transmitters. Suppose Q= T [K4(T )]
is a semicomplete digraph. Then for all v ∈ V (Q)\K3(Q), v /∈K3(T ).
Proof. By Theorem 1, Q has no transmitter. Thus, k2(Q)2. Let v ∈ V (Q)\K3(Q). Then v /∈K∗1 (Q) ∪ K∗2 (Q) ∪
K∗3 (Q). We ﬁrst show that there exists w ∈ K2(Q) such that dQ(v,w)4. Suppose v /∈K∗r (Q) for all r4. Then
v /∈K∗r (Q) for all r1. By the corollary to Proposition 1, dQ(v,w)=∞ for all w ∈ K2(Q). Assume now v ∈ K∗r (Q)
for some r4. By Proposition 2, there exists w ∈ K2(Q) such that dQ(v,w) = r . Hence, in either case, there exists
w ∈ K2(Q) such that dQ(v,w)4. By Theorem 3, w ∈ K2(T ). Let z ∈ V (T )\K4(T ). Suppose dT (z,w)2. By
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Proposition 1, z ∈ K4(T ), a contradiction to the fact that z ∈ V (T )\K4(T ). Thus, dT (z,w)3 for all z ∈ V (T )\K4(T ).
Hence, any v − w path in T containing at least one vertex z with z ∈ V (T )\K4(T ) is of length at least 4. Now as
dQ(v,w)4, it follows that dT (v,w)4, and so v /∈K3(T ). 
Theorem 4. Let T be a semicomplete n-partite digraph, where n2, with no transmitters. Suppose Q = T [K4(T )] is
a semicomplete digraph. Then K3(Q) = K3(T ).
Proof. By Theorem 2, we have K3(Q) ⊆ K3(T ). It remains to show that K3(T ) ⊆ K3(Q). It follows from the fact
K3(T ) ⊆ K4(T ) (=V (Q)) and Proposition 3 that K3(T ) ⊆ K3(Q). Hence, K3(Q) = K3(T ). 
As a corollary to Theorems 3 and 4, we have the following result which says that if Q=T [K4(T )] is a semicomplete
digraph, then Q and T have the same set of exact 3-kings.
Corollary. Let T be a semicomplete n-partite digraph, where n2, with no transmitters. Suppose Q = T [K4(T )] is
a semicomplete digraph. Then K∗3 (Q) = K∗3 (T ).
The next theorem gives a necessary condition for Q = T [K4(T )] to have K1(Q) = ∅.
Theorem 5. Let T be a semicomplete n-partite digraph,where n2,with no transmitters. LetQ=T [K4(T )]. Suppose
K1(Q) = ∅. Then one of the following results holds:
(i) K4(Q) = V (Q);
(ii) K5(Q) = V (Q) and for each v ∈ V (Q)\K4(Q), dQ(v,w) = 4 for all w ∈ K1(Q).
Proof. By Theorem 1, Q is a semicomplete m-partite digraph containing no transmitters, where 2mn. If K4(Q)=
V (Q), then we are done. Assume now K4(Q) = V (Q). We shall show that part (ii) holds. Let v ∈ V (Q)\K4(Q) and
w ∈ K1(Q). We shall prove that dQ(v,w) = 4.
Claim. dT (t, w)4 for all t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ).
Since K1(Q) ⊆ K2(Q), we have w ∈ K2(Q). By Theorem 3, w ∈ K2(T ). Thus, IT (w) ⊆ K3(T ). It follows that
IQ(w) = IT (w). As w ∈ K1(Q), IQ(w) ⊆ K2(Q). By Theorem 3, IQ(w) ⊆ K2(T ). Since IQ(w) = IT (w), we have
IT (w) ⊆ K2(T ). Thus, IT (y) ⊆ K3(T ) for all y ∈ IT (w) and IT (z) ⊆ K4(T ) for all z ∈ IT (y) for all y ∈ IT (w). It
follows that for all t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ), dT (t, w)4; otherwise, t ∈ K4(T ).
Suppose dQ(v,w)3. Then as w ∈ K1(Q), by Proposition 1, we have v ∈ K4(Q), a contradiction to the fact that
v ∈ V (Q)\K4(Q). Hence, dQ(v,w)4.We now show that dQ(v,w)=4. Suppose dQ(v,w)5. Then as dT (t, w)4
for all t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ), any v − w path in T containing at least one vertex t with t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ) is of length at
least 5. Thus, dT (v,w)5, a contradiction to the fact that v ∈ K4(T ). Hence, dQ(v,w) = 4. Since w ∈ K1(Q), by
Proposition 1, v ∈ K5(Q). Thus, V (Q)\K4(Q) ⊆ K5(Q). Hence, K5(Q) = V (Q). 
Corollary. Let T be a semicomplete n-partite digraph, where n2, with no transmitters. Let Q= T [K4(T )]. Suppose
K1(Q) = ∅. Then Q is strong and K5(Q) = V (Q).
Proof. This result follows from Theorem 5. 
In [15], Reid showed that a non-trivial tournament H is contained in a tournament whose 2-kings are exactly the
vertices of H if and only if H contains no transmitter. Tan provided an example in [16] to show that the direct extension
of Reid’s result to semicomplete multipartite digraphs with 2-kings replaced by 4-kings is not true and posed the
following problem:
Problem 2 (Tan [16]). Characterize all those semicomplete n-partite digraphs T, where n2, with no transmitters
which are contained in a semicomplete m-partite digraph, where mn, whose 4-kings are exactly the vertices of T.
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While it might be difﬁcult to solve Problem 2 completely, in our last result of this paper, we characterize all
semicomplete digraphs Q which are contained in a semicomplete multipartite digraph whose 4-kings are exactly the
vertices of Q.
Theorem 6. Let Q be a semicomplete digraph of order m2. Then there exists a semicomplete n-partite digraph T,
where nm, with no transmitters, such that QT [K4(T )] if and only if Q has no transmitter and one of the following
results holds:
(i) K4(Q) = V (Q);
(ii) For each v ∈ V (Q)\K4(Q) and w ∈ K3(Q) with dQ(v,w)5, the following hold:
(a) w /∈K1(Q);
(b) if w ∈ K∗2 (Q), there exists z ∈ K∗4 (Q) such that dQ(z,w) = 2; and
(c) if w ∈ K∗3 (Q), there exists z ∈ K∗4 (Q) such that dQ(z,w)2.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove the necessity. Let T be a semicomplete n-partite digraph, where n2, with no transmitters such
that Q = T [K4(T )] is a semicomplete digraph. By Theorem 1, Q has no transmitter. It follows that 2 |V (Q)|n.
If K4(Q) = V (Q), then we are done. Assume now K4(Q) = V (Q). Let v ∈ V (Q)\K4(Q) and w ∈ K3(Q) such
that dQ(v,w)5. We shall show that part (ii) holds. The result of part (ii)(a) follows from Theorem 5. We now
prove part (ii)(b). Suppose w ∈ K∗2 (Q). We shall show that there exists z ∈ K∗4 (Q) such that dQ(z,w) = 2. By
Theorem 3, w ∈ K2(T ). Thus, IT (w) ⊆ K3(T ) and IT (y) ⊆ K4(T ) for all y ∈ IT (w). Hence, dT (t, w)3 for all
t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ). Thus, any v − w path in T containing at least one vertex t with t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ) is of length at
least 4. Now since v ∈ K4(T ), it follows that dT (v,w) = 4 and there exists t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ) such that v → t and
dT (t, w) = 3. Let tzyw be a t − w path of length 3 in T. As w ∈ K2(T ), we have y ∈ K3(T ) and z ∈ K4(T ). Since
t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ), we must have z ∈ K∗4 (T ) andy ∈ K∗3 (T ); otherwise, t ∈ K4(T ). By the corollary to Theorems 3
and 4, y ∈ K∗3 (Q). By Theorem 4, z ∈ V (Q)\K3(Q). Now as z → y and y ∈ K∗3 (Q), we have z ∈ K∗4 (Q). Note
that zw; otherwise, dT (t, w)2. Hence, dQ(z,w) = 2. Thus, there exists z ∈ K∗4 (Q) such that dQ(z,w) = 2. This
proves part (ii)(b).
Next, we prove part (ii)(c). Assume w ∈ K∗3 (Q). We shall show that there exists z ∈ K∗4 (Q) such that dQ(z,w)2.
By the corollary toTheorems 3 and 4,w ∈ K∗3 (T ). Thus, IT (w) ⊆ K4(T ). Hence, dT (t, w)2 for all t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ).
Thus, any v − w path in T containing at least one vertex t with t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ) is of length at least 3. Now since
v ∈ K4(T ), we have 3dT (v,w)4. We consider the following two cases
Case 1: dT (v,w) = 3.
Note that in this case, there exists t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ) such that v → t and dT (t, w) = 2. Let tzw be a t − w path of
length 2 in T. As w ∈ K∗3 (T ), z ∈ K4(T ). Since t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ), we have z ∈ K∗4 (T ); otherwise, t ∈ K4(T ). By
Theorem 4, z ∈ V (Q)\K3(Q). Now as z → w and w ∈ K∗3 (Q), we have z ∈ K∗4 (Q). Hence, there exists z ∈ K∗4 (Q)
such that dQ(z,w) = 1.
Case 2: dT (v,w) = 4.
(2.1): There exists t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ) such that v → t and dT (t, w) = 3.
Let tqpw be a t − w path of length 3 in T. As w ∈ K∗3 (T ), we have p ∈ K4(T ). Now since t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ) and
t → q → p, we must have p ∈ K4(T )\K2(T ); otherwise, t ∈ K4(T ). We consider the following two subcases:
(2.1.1): p ∈ K∗4 (T ).
By Theorem 4, p ∈ V (Q)\K3(Q). Now as p → w and w ∈ K∗3 (Q), we have p ∈ K∗4 (Q). Hence, there exists
z ∈ K∗4 (Q) such that dQ(z,w) = 1, where z = p.
(2.1.2): p ∈ K∗3 (T ).
Since q → p, we have q ∈ K4(T ). Now since t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ), we must have q ∈ K∗4 (T ); otherwise, t ∈ K4(T ).
By the corollary to Theorems 3 and 4, p ∈ K∗3 (Q). By Theorem 4, q ∈ V (Q)\K3(Q). Now as q → p and p ∈ K∗3 (Q),
we have q ∈ K∗4 (Q). Note that qw; otherwise, dT (t, w)2. Hence, dQ(q,w) = 2. Thus, there exists z ∈ K∗4 (Q)
such that dQ(z,w) = 2, where z = q.
(2.2): There exists t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ) such that dT (v, t) = 2 and dT (t, w) = 2. Let tzw be a t − w path of length 2 in
T. As w ∈ K∗3 (T ), z ∈ K4(T ). Since t ∈ V (T )\K4(T ), we have z ∈ K∗4 (T ); otherwise, t ∈ K4(T ). By Theorem 4,
z ∈ V (Q)\K3(Q). Now as z → w and w ∈ K∗3 (Q), we have z ∈ K∗4 (Q). Hence, there exists z ∈ K∗4 (Q) such that
dQ(z,w) = 1. The proof of part (ii)(c) is now complete.
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We now prove the sufﬁciency. Let Q be a semicomplete digraph of order m, where m2, with no transmitter such
that part (i) or (ii) holds.We shall construct a semicomplete n-partite digraph T, where nm, such that T [K4(T )]Q.
If part (i) holds forQ, wemay take T =Q.Assume now part (ii) holds forQ. Let V (Q)={v1, v2, . . . , vm}.We shall now
construct a semicomplete (m + 1)-partite digraph T with partite sets V1, V2, . . . , Vm, Vm+1 such that T [K4(T )]Q
by expanding Q. We ﬁrst let Vi = {vi} for each i = 1, 2, . . . , m and set Vm+1 = ∅. For each vi , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, we use
the following steps to expand Q:
For each vj , j = 1, 2, . . . , m, where j = i:
(1) If dQ(vi, vj )5 and vj ∈ K∗2 (Q), insert a new vertex y in Vm+1 and orient V (Q)\{vk} → y → vk , where
vk ∈ K∗4 (Q) and dQ(vk, vj ) = 2. Note that by the hypothesis such a vertex vk exists.
(2) If dQ(vi, vj )5 and vj ∈ K∗3 (Q), insert a new vertex y in Vm+1 and orient V (Q)\{vk} → y → vk , where
vk ∈ K∗4 (Q) and dQ(vk, vj )2. Note that by the hypothesis such a vertex vk exists.
(3) If dQ(vi, vj )5 and vj ∈ V (Q)\K3(Q), insert a new vertex y in Vm+1 and orient V (Q)\{vj } → y → vj .
(4) If d(vi, vj )4, no vertex is inserted.
Let T be the semicomplete (m + 1)-partite digraph thus constructed. We shall show that T [K4(T )]Q. Observe that
by our construction, we have
(a) K3(Q) → Vm+1.
First, we shall show that {v1, v2, . . . , vm} ⊆ K4(T ). We consider three cases:
Case 1: vi ∈ K3(Q).
By (a), vi → Vm+1. Thus, vi ∈ K4(T ).
Case 2: vi ∈ K∗4 (Q).
Let y ∈ Vm+1. If vi → y, then dT (vi, y) = 1. Suppose now y → vi . Since vi ∈ K∗4 (Q), OQ(vi) = ∅. Let
vt ∈ OQ(vi). By our construction, we have vt → y. Hence, vi → vt → y. Thus, dT (vi, y)2 for all y ∈ Vm+1.
Hence, vi ∈ K4(T ).
Case 3: vi ∈ V (Q)\K4(Q).
By our construction, dT (vi, vj )4 for all j = 1, 2, . . . , m. Let y ∈ Vm+1. If vi → y, then dT (vi, y) = 1. Assume
now y → vi . Since vi ∈ V (Q)\K4(Q) and y → vi , by our construction (Step (3)), in Q, there exists vt such that
dQ(vt , vi)5. Observe that vi → vt and vtvi ; otherwise, dQ(vt , vi) = 1. By our construction (Step (3)), vt → y.
Thus, vi → vt → y in T. Hence, dT (vi, y)2 for all y ∈ Vm+1. Thus, vi ∈ K4(T ).
Combining Cases (1)–(3), we have {v1, v2, . . . , vm} ⊆ K4(T ).
Finally, we prove that for each y ∈ Vm+1, y /∈K4(T ). Let y ∈ Vm+1. By our construction, OT (y) = {vt } for
some t = 1, 2, . . . , m, where vt ∈ V (Q)\K3(Q). If vt ∈ K∗r (Q) for some r4, then by Proposition 2, there exists
vj ∈ K2(Q) such that dQ(vt , vj )= r . If vt /∈K∗r (Q) for all r1, then by the corollary to Proposition 1, dQ(vt , x)=∞
for all x ∈ Ks(Q) for all s1. In particular, dQ(vt , x) = ∞ for all x ∈ K2(Q). Thus, in either case, there exists
vj ∈ K2(Q) such that dQ(vt , vj )4. As vj ∈ K2(Q), we have IQ(vj ) ⊆ K3(Q). By (a), ({vj } ∪ IQ(vj )) → Vm+1. It
follows that for each z ∈ Vm+1, we have dT (z, vj )3. Hence, any vt −vj path in T containing at least one vertex zwith
z ∈ Vm+1 is of length at least 4. Thus, dT (vt , vj )4. Now as vt ∈ K4(T ), we have dT (vt , vj )=4. Since OT (y)={vt },
we have dT (y, vj ) = dT (y, vt ) + dT (vt , vj ) = 1 + 4 = 5. Hence, y /∈K4(T ). Thus, K4(T ) = {v1, v2, . . . , vm} and
T [K4(T )]Q. 
Let Q be a semicomplete digraph of order m2 satisfying the conditions in Theorem 6. In the proof of
Theorem 6, we constructed a semicomplete (m + 1)-partite digraph T such that T [K4(T )]Q. One may ask is it
possible to construct a semicomplete m-partite digraph T such that T [K4(T )]Q instead. We end this paper by
proposing the following problem.
Problem 3. Let Q be a semicomplete digraph of order m2 with no transmitter satisfying the conditions in
Theorem 6. Would the result of Theorem 6 still be valid if we conﬁne ourselves to semicomplete m-partite digraphs?
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